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Class xii 

SUB: Business studies 

Chapter: 2  (continued) 

Q. 1.Which principle is being overloaded by Mohit, a manager, in the following cases: 

      (i)He expects his subordinates to adopt to new environments and working conditions without 
giving them time to settle down. 

     (ii) He expects his subordinates to work for the happiness and pleasure of being in the 
organisation. 

     (iii)He dies not distribute the work amongst his subordinates, either according to capability or 
proportionately. 

    (iv)He is very careless with his fellow employees and subordinates. He does not give them 

Parameter or rules for reporting to work and completion of assignments. 

   (v)He often speaks to people at all levels, passing on instructions regarding his department and also   
other department. 

      (vi)He neither has a system of keeping his equipment nor people at a prescribed place. 

      (vii)He is expects his colleagues to get work out of subordinates without giving them any powers. 

      (viii)He expects his colleagues to get work out of subordinates and yet has a differential treatment 
for each person. 

Q.2.Ravi is a sales manager in a vacuum cleaner company. He is given the responsibility of meeting a 
sales target of 200 vacuum cleaners in a month. To achieve this target, Ravi needs 30 sales executives. 
However, he has just 21 executives under him and he is not given the authority to employ 9 more 
executives. Ravi is able to sell only 120 vacuum cleaners. The General Manager of the company 
blames. Ravi for not achieving the target results. Do you think Ravi can be blamed for this? 

In a manufacturing unit which is located in the remote town area. A labourer gets Rs 400 after 
completing 100 units of product in a day. Another gets Rs 500 after completing 80 units in a day. 

     (i)Which principle is violated in the given case? 

     (ii)State some of its adverse effects. 

Q.3.Identify the principle of scientific management in the following cases. 

       (i)There should be complete understanding between labour and management instead of 
individualism. 

      (ii)There should be an almost equal division of work and responsibility between workers and 
management. 

      (iii)Standard time or standard method for doing a task must be scientifically analysed and should 
not be based on estimates, past experience or hit and trial method 

      (iv)Change in attitude of workers and management towards one another from competition to 
cooperation. 



Q.4.Name and explain the technique of scientific management which: 

   (i)Overlooks the principle of equity. 

   (ii)Is in direct contrast to unity of command. 

   (iii)Aims to find most optimum way of doing a job. 

   (iv)Stresses on paying higher wages to efficient employees. 

   (v)Determines the time needed to perform a well define job. 

   (vi)Determines movements involved in performing a job. 

    

  

 

 


